K-12th GIRLS DRESS UNIFORM

The uniform is a skort (skirt/shorts) Sincatex
fabric #501, color #1615, worn with a white
polo short that has the CISS emblem patch
attached. The skort should be loose fitting
and not be more than 5 centimeters (2
inches) above the knee.
The new skort will be available at the end of
the September. Please note that the hem line
of the new skort is expected to touch the top
of the student’s knee cap. Beginning 20202021 school year the only acceptable design
will be the new one.

SKORT:
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NEW SKORT
* If you have any doubts about the uniforms, there will be samples available
at school.
- Shoes: Girls will wear closed, black shoes (no tennis shoes). Students may
not wear shoes with high heels, lights, music, wheels, or platform soles. Closed
shoes must be worn correctly.
- Socks: Girls will wear white socks above the ankle (quarter length or crew
style). High school boys must wear black or blue socks.
- Hats and caps are not allowed to be worn in school.
Girls should avoid excessive make up, hair dyes and use of jewelry. Small
earrings may be worn only on earlobes.

The school reserves the right to decide in the cases of appropriate dress
and grooming. Students who are not appropriately attired will not be
allowed to attend classes.
PARENTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING UNIFORMS.
THESE MAY BE PURCHASED FROM ANY PROVIDER AS LONG
AS THEY MEET SCHOOL SPECIFICATIONS.
K-12th BOYS DRESS UNIFORM
Long blue dress pants Sincatex fabric #501, color
#1615, (students in K-3rd grade may wear shorts of
the same fabric), worn with a white polo shirt that
has the CISS emblem patch attached. (Only white
T-shirts may be worn under the CISS polo shirt if
desired.)
- Shoes: Students may not wear shoes with high
heels, lights, music, or wheels.
Closed shoes must be worn correctly.
- Socks: High school boys must wear black or blue
socks.
- Hair: Hair must be cut neatly above the neck line,
ears and eyebrows. Curly hair must be kept at an
appropriate volume. Boys must be cleanly shaven.
No beards, moustaches or long sideburns are
allowed.
- Hats and caps are not allowed to be worn in school.
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Please, check the code of conduct for further details
K-6o GIRLS AND BOYS P.E. UNIFORM:
Students should wear the CISS P.E. T-shirt and shorts, white socks, and tennis
shoes (predominantly white, navy or black). Florescent o bright colored shoes are
not allowed. When students have swimming class, they should wear their dress
uniform and bring a swim suit, towel and sandals in a bag.

UNIFORM SCHEDULE:
K and P
Dress uniform - Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
P.E. uniform - Monday and Friday.

Grades 1 – 6
Dress uniform – Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
P.E. uniform –Thursday and Friday.
Grades 7-12 - Dress uniform every day.

